ABSTRACT: Crystallography of nanocrystalline materials has witnessed a true revolution in the past 10 years, thanks to the introduction of protocols for 3D acquisition and analysis of electron diffraction data. This method provides single-crystal data of structure solution and refinement quality, allowing the atomic structure determination of those materials that remained hitherto unknown because of their limited crystallinity. Several experimental protocols exist, which share the common idea of sampling a sequence of diffraction patterns while the crystal is tilted around a noncrystallographic axis, namely, the goniometer axis of the transmission electron microscope sample stage. This Outlook reviews most important 3D electron diffraction applications for different kinds of samples and problematics, related with both materials and life sciences. Structure refinement including dynamical scattering is also briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated electrons have been long considered the less promising among the radiation types used in crystallography for attaining diffraction data suitable for atomic structure determination. In fact, the large majority of structural models deposited in crystallographic databases 1−5 have been obtained by means of X-ray diffraction, and most of what is left has been derived from neutron diffraction or spectroscopic methods. Although still limited, the use of electron diffraction has grown rapidly over the past decade, mostly due to the introduction of 3D methods for the systematic acquisition and analysis of diffracted intensities. Here, we would like to examine how the use of parallel beam electron diffraction for structure determination has evolved from a mostly qualitative technique, used only by few specialists, to a quantitative approach accessible to a much larger community.
To understand the full picture of this (r)evolution, it is important to focus on the strengths of accelerated electrons for crystallography. First, the possibility to have parallel electron probes with a size of a few nanometers allows collecting diffraction data from sample volumes 2 or 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the ones suitable for synchrotron microfocused Xray beams. Second, the ability to deliver both diffraction and imaging from the same nanovolume allows the combination of reciprocal and direct space information and the experimental determination of crystallographic phases. Third, the strong Coulomb interaction between electrons and matter allows a good signal-to-noise ratio even from very thin samples and an easier identification of light atoms, like lithium and hydrogen, when compared with X-rays.
However, the strong scattering of electrons is also the reason why electron diffraction (ED) was disregarded for many years for structure analysis. The occurrence of multiple scattering events (dynamical effects) while electrons pass through the sample has a significant impact on the intensities of Bragg reflections. 6, 7 In diffraction data, the structure information dwells in the relative differences between reflection intensities, and it is evidently lost or jeopardized when such intensities are leveled out, or their ranking is scrabbled due to multiple scattering.
ED experienced a true rebirth in the past 20 years of the past century, thanks to the research of Dorset and co-workers 8, 9 and Hovmoller and co-workers, 10, 11 that demonstrated how ED data acquired in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) can be used for the structure characterization of both organic and inorganic nanocrystalline samples, despite the presence of dynamical effects. Shortly after, Gonen et al. 12 also showed that ED can be used for the structure determination of 2D protein crystals at almost-atomic resolution. Still, the occurrence of multiple scattering 13 and the difficulty in merging intensities between different ED patterns 14 hindered the application of classical crystallographic routines for structure determination and restricted ED to a very time-consuming and niche technique, whose fallouts often needed a further validation.
Only in 2007 researchers started to realize that limitations of ED were mostly related with the data collection strategy. Thus far, ED data were always acquired after orienting a target crystal along low-index and well recognizable crystallographic axes. This procedure evidently cuts down the number of recorded reflections. Additionally, in low-index in-zone patterns dynamical effects are just maximized by the simultaneous excitation of many, geometrically related reflections.
As an alternative, Kolb and co-workers 15−18 proposed acquiring ED patterns off-zone, after tilting the sample in fixed angular steps around an arbitrary, noncrystallographic axis. In fact, this procedure just mimics data acquisition by a simple monoaxial diffractometer equipped with an area detector. Each single diffraction pattern cannot be easily interpreted alone, but once the angular relationship between the patterns is known, the whole data set can be reconstructed into a 3D volume from which cell parameters, extinction rules, and reflection intensities are conveniently extracted by dedicated software.
Since 2007, the three-dimensional ED method has spread with an exponential trend. Very soon, still in the hand of few specialists, it allowed the structure determination of landmark samples, mostly inorganic, that were considered impracticable for X-ray methods. 19−28 Later, the introduction of ultrafast data acquisition procedures and of more sensitive detectors allowed establishing robust experimental protocols also for organic and metalorganic materials. 29−35 Finally, three-dimensional ED found successful applications for macromolecules 36−45 and other structures of biologic interest. 46−50 The growing attention on three-dimensional ED is confirmed by the number and impact of related publications in the very last year, 51−77 and by the fact that this method has been considered one of the most important recent scientific breakthroughs. 78 The fast spread-out of the technique without the availability of dedicated instrumentations has brought researchers to develop different experimental set-ups for data acquisition (as will be described in detail in the next section). Consequently, several acronyms are found in the literature, like automated diffraction tomography (ADT), 16 electron diffraction tomography (EDT), 79 single-crystal electron diffraction (SCED), 53 precession-assisted electron diffraction tomography (PEDT), 80 rotation electron diffraction (RED), 81, 82 continuous rotation electron diffraction (cRED), 68 and microcrystal electron diffraction (MicroED). 32, 38 Nonetheless, we argue that all these variants share the same core concept, i.e., the idea of sampling the whole available three-dimensional reciprocal space by a tilt of the sample around an arbitrary axis. In this Outlook we will therefore use the generic term 3D ED when broadly referring to all of them.
Compared to conventional in-zone ED patterns, the most obvious advantage of 3D ED is that all reflections reachable in the tilt range of the TEM goniometer are sampled, thus maximizing data completeness. All at once, dynamical effects are drastically reduced, because less geometrically related reflections are excited at the same time. In fact, ab initio structure determination by 3D ED data is normally achieved with the same routines developed for X-ray crystallography 83−85 and without any special treatment for multiple scattering. Finally, data acquisition is significantly faster, easier, and more reproducible, allowing sampling many crystals in a short time and working on very beam sensitive materials.
3D ED is conceptually comparable to single-crystal X-ray but allows data collection from much smaller volumes. Typical crystals for 3D ED range from 10 0 to 10 −4 μm
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. Even if XFEL radiation allows diffraction data from comparable crystals, the accessibility of dedicated facilities is still rather limited for general users. 86 Moreover, ED can easily access single crystals even in polyphasic mixtures or embedded in a solid matrix (Figure 1 ).
X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) is an option for dealing with crystals with a size of few hundreds or few tens of nanometers. This method has also developed into a reliable structure analysis technique in the past decades and is remarkably accurate for what concerns cell and structure refinement. However, XRPD is intrinsically limited by the projection of the information onto one dimension. Systematic and accidental peak overlap is a wellknown issue when dealing with structures with long cell parameters or pseudosymmetries. A small crystal size and occurrence of defects result in peak broadening and asymmetry, which in turn emphasize overlapping. Moreover, when the sample of interest is a polyphasic mixture, the XRPD signal is the superposition of reflections from all crystalline components, further hampering any structural interpretation.
In the past years, the potential of electrons for crystallography has become evident due to the outburst of cryo-EM imaging for macromolecule single-particle determination. 87, 88 Similarly, 3D ED requires relatively small crystals and can be applied to crystallization products that are considered failures in the eyes of X-ray crystallographers. 31, 32 Additionally, ED allows for a better structural resolution and requires an electron dose much lower than any imaging technique, as testified by the successful structure determinations of very beam sensitive materials, 21, 26, 30, 35, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] 56, 68, 73 possibly even without the need of cooling down the sample. 24, 29, 34, 55, 62 2. DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOLS A 3D ED data set is essentially a sequence of diffraction patterns recorded sequentially at different tilt angles of the TEM goniometer. The tilt axis is the goniometer axis of the TEM stage, and its angular range is limited by the presence of the objective lens pole pieces, so that in a standard setup the tilt range cannot exceed 120°(±60°). Thus, differently from singlycrystal X-ray diffraction, there is an intrinsic limitation to the reciprocal space coverage due to the fact the TEM is primarily built to perform as a microscope and not as a diffractometer.
The simplest data collection strategy consists in a stepwise tilt of the crystal in fixed angular steps, with the acquisition of an ED pattern at each tilt stage (Figure 2A) . 15 The reciprocal space reconstructed from the collected patterns allows for a reliable unit cell determination. 16 However, the recorded diffraction intensities suffer from an imprecise integration due to the gap between two sequential positions. 89 This missing wedge can be physically filled by collecting the patterns in precession mode ( Figure 2B ). In precession electron diffraction, the beam is tilted away from the optical axis and precessed at high speed on a conical surface with the vertex fixed on the sample plane. 90 The beam movement makes the Ewald sphere sweep the reciprocal space around the plane normal to the optical axis. This data collection procedure is often referred to as precession-assisted electron diffraction tomography (PEDT), and it has been the first 3D ED method with a high degree of success for structure determination. 17, 18 An alternative stepwise approach is the so-called rotation electron diffraction (RED), where the missing wedge is filled by fine beam tilt steps achieved using the TEM deflection coils ( Figure 2C) . 81, 82 The angular step is this way reduced to less than 0.1°. A complete RED data collection is implemented by consecutive large mechanical tilts (2−3°), followed every time by a sequence of patterns collected in fine electrical beam tilts.
3D ED requires relatively small crystals and can be applied to crystallization products that are considered failures in the eyes of X-ray crystallographers The sample is mechanically tilted within the whole goniometer range (brown arrow) while the detector is acquiring a sequence of patterns. The acquisition tilt step is determined by the sum of exposure time (blue) and readout time (yellow). The latter is also responsible for the nonsampled wedges between two consecutive patterns. The beam is stationary during the whole data acquisition, and the main limit is given by the goniometer stability, because the sample tends to shift laterally during the tilt and therefore may go out from the illuminated area. The not sampled missing wedge is exaggerated in the figures and is colored in red. It is the same for all acquisition protocols, as it depends only on the mechanical limit of the TEM goniometer.
The total number of patterns is on the order of 1000, about 10 times more than in PEDT. The crystals analyzed in 3D ED are usually smaller than 1 μm; therefore, any mechanical instability of the goniometer can easily bring the crystal out of the illuminated area. In both RED and PEDT, after each mechanical tilt step the crystal position is checked by recording a TEM or STEM image, and if necessary, unwanted sample shifts are corrected by recentering the crystal under the beam. The first 3D ED data collection protocol that appeared in the literature, generally referred as automated diffraction tomography (ADT), is entirely working in STEM mode with a nanosized and adjustable quasiparallel beam. An automatic crystal tracking by STEM imaging allows compensating the mechanical drift through an equivalent shift of the electron beam. 15, 91 The third and most recent approach to 3D ED is based on a continuous data collection while the goniometer is rotating ( Figure 2D ). 36 In this case the missing wedge is directly sampled by the detector, which is recording the diffracted intensities during the rotation, as it is done in oscillation singly-crystal X-ray diffraction. Differently from X-rays, the rotation never stops during data collection to minimize any mechanical instability. Thus, the relation between the detector exposure and the goniometer rotation speed determines the effective angular step. The continuous data collection relies on the high stability of the goniometer, since crystal recentering is impossible, and on the speed of the detector, which should be fast enough to avoid loss of reciprocal space sampling during readout time. Data collection in continuous rotation is known under different names, as MicroED, 38 IEDT, 89 or cRED. 30 This data collection strategy is the one that guarantees the minimum electron dose on the sample and currently is the one most commonly used for structure determination of beam sensitive materials like small organic molecules, 29−32 proteins, 38−44 and protein fragments. 46−50 Regardless of the chosen data collection protocol (PEDT, RED, or continuous rotation) the crystal can be illuminated either in selected area mode (SAED) or in parallel nanodiffraction mode (NED). In SAED mode the target area is selected by an SAED diaphragm located in the postsample image plane, and therefore, the illuminated portion of the sample is larger than the area used for collecting diffraction data. If the sample is beam sensitive, the beam damages the whole crystal and not only the area visible inside the SAED aperture. On the contrary, in NED mode the diffracting area is selected by inserting a small presample condenser aperture. The sample is illuminated with a parallel beam having a size in the 50−200 nm range, thus avoiding damaging the part of the crystal which is not diffracting. NED gives full control on the beam diameter used and in principle also allows collecting data on a smaller area with respect to SAED. Consequently it is the method of choice in the case of low crystallinity, high mosaicity, or order−disorder polytypism at the nanoscale. 20,45,58,61,92−95 PEDT and RED, allowing crystal tracking and recentering in image mode, guarantee that the crystal is always perfectly illuminated up to the tilt limit of the TEM goniometer and therefore always allow the maximum reciprocal space coverage. However, in both cases the crystal is illuminated longer than is strictly required for the diffraction data collection, with an obvious increase of the total electron dose. The continuous rotation method, instead, assures at the same time the maximum speed and the minimum electron dose on the sample. Its implementation has been boosted by the development of radiation hard hybrid detectors that are sensible to singleelectron arrivals and are very fast, with negligible readout times. 33, 36, 96 Exploiting the speed and the sensitivity of such detectors, it is possible to collect a full ED data set in few tens of seconds, with electron doses on the order of 0.01 el s −1 Å −2 and without any reasonable loss of reciprocal space information. However, continuous rotation does not allow crystal tracking and recentering, and therefore the crystal of interest may move out from the illuminated area, especially at high tilt. This may be a serious issue if other crystals or phases are present in the surroundings.
In the case of slow detectors with a long readout time that would be incompatible with a fast continuous data collection, data can be collected in PEDT mode by blanking the beam during the rotation and avoiding any recentering, provided the goniometer is stable. In this way the total dose coincides with the dose of a continuous rotation, and the missing gaps are sampled by precession. 97 Usually, very sensitive samples are studied in low-temperature conditions. 21, 30 However, the high sensitivity of the new hybrid detectors combined with fast rotation or STEM imaging for crystal searching may allow data collection at room temperature before critical sample deterioration. 24, 29, 55, 62 The speed in data collection introduced by continuous rotation protocols makes 3D ED usable also as an overall sample checking routine for nanocrystalline polyphasic mixtures or assembles. Surveys of continuous data collection have been used for the identification of known and unknown phases 32, 92, 98 and may foresee possible applications of 3D ED as a quality control technique for chemical synthesis.
All the described 3D ED protocols have in common a proper integration of the reflections over the reciprocal space and a minimization of the dynamical scattering, because reflections are generally collected far from low-index zone axis orientations. Nowadays, several software suites exist for 3D ED data reduction, which allow the accurate refinement of experimental parameters, the reconstruction of the 3D diffraction volume, the 3D visualization of the data set, the determination of cell parameters, and the integration of reflection intensities ( Figure  3 ): ADT3D, 18 EDT-PROCESS, 79 PETS, 73 and RED. 82 Moreover, software developed for X-ray crystallography can be also adapted for the analysis of ED data, like DIALS, 99 MOSFLM, 100 and XDS. 41 3D ED intensity data can be subsequently used as kinematical "X-ray-like" input for ab initio structure solution via direct methods, charge flipping, simulated annealing, or 133 a tunnel (Na,Mn)-oxide for electrolytic applications, 124 the aperiodic structure of SrBi 7 NbO 24 , 122 the extra-large-pore silicoaluminophosphate ITQ-51, 25 the cobat tetraphosphonate MOF Co-CAU-36, 66 the pharma compound carbamazepine-III, 29 the amyloid core of the Sup35 prion protein, 47 and a new monoclinic polymorph of lysozyme. 45 molecular replacement in almost all possible kinds of crystalline compounds, both organic and inorganic (Figure 4 ).
DYNAMICAL REFINEMENT
Even if dynamical scattering is significantly reduced in 3D ED data, still a pure kinematical approximation during refinement normally results in high figures of merit, when compared to typical values for X-ray diffraction. Also, the refined structure models are generally less accurate, and there is a limited sensitivity to subtle structural features, like displacement parameters, partial atomic occupancies, and coordinates of light atoms like hydrogen. An alternative refinement procedure was developed by Palatinus et al. 101, 102 In this procedure the model intensities for the least-squares refinement are calculated using the dynamical diffraction theory. 103, 104 The calculation of the intensities uses the Bloch-wave formalism, which is well-suited for the intensity calculation in general, off-zone crystal orientations. The input to the refinement procedure is diffracted intensities from a 3D ED data set obtained with beam precession. 17, 90 The intensities are extracted frame by frame and are treated separately for each frame. Only reflections sufficiently integrated by the precession are used in the refinement. In addition to structural parameters, the thickness of the crystal is also refined. Attempts to use data collected without beam precession have so far failed.
The dynamical refinement improves the accuracy of the structure parameters typically by a factor of 2−3 when compared to the kinematical refinement. The average error of atomic positions is reduced to about 0.02 Å. 102 Dynamical refinement also allows a more accurate determination of atomic partial occupancies 102, 105 and the location of hydrogen atoms in organic, organometallic, and even inorganic materials ( Figure  5A) . 56, 95, 105 Thanks to this enhanced sensitivity, the dynamical refinement also allows for the discrimination of atomic species with close scattering powers, like in the alloy Ni 8 Ti 5 , 106 and for the investigation of positional and occupational disorder in layered materials. 107 An important feature of dynamical refinement is its strong sensitivity to the absolute configuration of noncentrosymmetric crystal structures. The correct absolute structure can be determined unambiguously not only in inorganic materials with heavy scatterers 102, 108 but also in organic materials and pharmaceuticals. 73 The calculations involving dynamical diffraction theory are much more computationally demanding than the ones necessary with a kinematical approximation. Therefore, the computing time needed for the dynamical refinement is longer than the time for the kinematical refinement and may reach several hours per refinement cycle for large structures. The computing time becomes prohibitively large for macromolecular structures, and therefore no dynamical refinement of a macromolecular crystal structure has been performed so far. 53, 109 Cell parameters can be coupled with chemical information obtained by electrondispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX or EDS), allowing unequivocal recognition of all the phases already reported in crystallographic databases. Additionally, if unknown or unrecognized phases are identified, a more accurate analysis of 3D ED data should provide ab initio their structure determination. Remarkably, such an analytical protocol can be performed on extremely small sample batches, which cannot be conveniently prepared for XFEL, or even for conventional XRPD. Moreover, 3D ED screening does not destroy the sample, thus allowing future further investigations on the same batch or even on exactly the already analyzed crystal grains.
APPLICATIONS IN MATERIALS SCIENCES
It is worth mentioning that structural complexity does not appear to be a real limit, at least for inorganic materials. For example, the intermetallic quasicrystal approximant Al 77 Rh 15 Ru 8 110 and the mineral charoite 20 were solved despite their asymmetric units containing 78 and 90 atoms, respectively. Also, electrons are more sensitive to light atoms, and therefore, they are able to locate more easily species like lithium 18, 111 and possibly hydrogen. 56, 95, 105 3D ED is rather efficient also for the characterization of materials with pervasive disorder. The small probe size allows spotting locally ordered sample areas 92−94 and single crystal individua in twinned samples. 60, 112 This ability is particularly crucial for materials where different order−disorder sequences may arise due to modifications in structural packing. 20, 61, 95 Additionally, recent studies quantitatively correlated 3D diffuse scattering features with structural disorder. 58,113−115 4.1. Functional Materials. Thanks to the high sampling resolution, 3D ED allows collecting structural data from single nanoparticles, nanowires, or nanodevices. Birkel et al. 19 in one of the first pioneering papers determined the structure of a new 3D ED intensity data can be subsequently used as kinematical "X-ray-like" input for ab initio structure solution via direct methods, charge flipping, simulated annealing, or molecular replacement in almost all possible kinds of crystalline compounds, both organic and inorganic electrons are more sensitive to light atoms, and therefore, they are able to locate more easily species like lithium and possibly hydrogen Zn 1+x Sb phase obtained as 50 nm particles in a yield containing also ZnSb impurities. More recently, Willhammar et al. 116 and Mugnaioli et al. 60 analyzed the structure modulations in plasmonic Cu 2−x Te particles combining 3D ED and highresolution TEM and STEM imaging. Baraldi et al. 117 performed the structure determination of a new Eu 2 Si 2 O 7 phase recovered as nanoprecipitates inside a quartz matrix. Mayence et al. 118 also proposed the application of 3D ED for the study of twinned metallic particle seeds.
3D ED is an extremely promising technique for the structure determination of functional layered oxides, even if characterized by disorder 119, 120 or incommensurate modulations. 64, 80, 121, 122 3D ED was also used for the analysis of structure modifications caused by the thermal annealing of Ni/Au electrodes, 123 and for the study of materials engineered for electrochemical applications. 59, 111, 124 In this regard, Karakulina et al. 57 performed the first in situ charge/discharge experiment on a (Li)FePO 4 electrode. Another application for 3D ED resides in the structure analysis of epitaxial thin films. In addition to their intrinsically small diffracting volume, these films are clamped onto a thick crystalline substrate that significantly complicates their analysis by X-ray diffraction and limits the number of measurable reflections. 3D ED was recently used for the characterization of the multiferroic compound Bi 3 (Mn,Fe) 4 O 11 28 and the antiferromagnetic compound CuMnAs. 65 Additionally, 3D ED allows a straight comparison between the structure of the known bulk material and the one observed in thin films. 125 A very promising application of dynamical refinements is foreseen for such cases where the main goal is to point out subtle structural changes. Steciuk et al. 76 showed that the structure of a thin film of CaTiO 3 grown on SrTiO 3 can be refined even in the presence of twinning and that the evolution of the thin film structure as a function of the distance from the substrate may also be observed.
The 3D ED ability of analyzing single components in a nanocrystalline mixture was also applied for the study of HP syntheses 126, 127 and metallic alloys. 51 3D ED is also a powerful instrument for the characterization of intermediate synthetic snapshots, to follow a specific reaction pathway. 128, 129 4.2. Minerals. Several mineral species can be found only in the form of nanocrystals inside complex polyphasic parageneses. Moreover, many of them show polytypism, disorder, and twinning at a very fine scale, possibly associated with pseudosymmetry and severe peak overlap in XRPD. For such samples, 3D ED looks like the only technique able to deliver comprehensive structural information. This technique has already allowed the structure determination of several minerals that have been recognized for decades but whose structures were still lacking because no crystal suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffraction actually exists. 74,75,130−133 Charoite 20 and denisovite 94 embody two emblematic cases which highlight the strengths of the 3D ED method. These extremely complex minerals appear only as submicrometric fibers, typically made of different polytypic sequences stacked one next to the other in areas of few unit cell repetitions.
3D ED is also a valid option for the study of alteration products, 134 biomineralizations, 135 metamict minerals, 136 and first nucleating crystalline seeds. In this regard, it allowed the structure characterization of several hydrated and dehydrated CaCO 3 cryptocrystalline polymorphs. 61, 77, 137 Dynamical refinement also allowed a reliable refinement of Mg/Fe partial occupancies in orthopyroxene. 102 Additionally, meteorites 138 and rocks formed at nonequilibrated and extreme conditions, like seismogenic mirror faults and shock-metamorphic impactites, typically host polyphasic grains and cryptocrystalline matrices and therefore constitute ideal candidates for the 3D ED method.
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3D ED is also an excellent option for the study of recovered samples from experimental mineralogy and petrology, typically consisting of small yields and nanocrystalline polyphasic assemblies. 72,92,140−142 Finally, a recent study showed interesting applications of 3D ED for the characterization of archeological finds. 69 4.3. Porous Materials. Zeolites and other inorganic molecular sieves are optimal targets for the 3D ED method. They usually consist of rather complex 3D frameworks, associated with long cell parameters that produce XRPD peak overlap already at medium resolution. Additionally, they are typically electron beam sensitive and difficult to study by means of high-resolution TEM imaging. New frameworks are continuously engineered to tune chemical and physical properties, which are mostly structure-dependent. Still, it is not always possible to grow single crystals for X-ray diffraction, and therefore, 3D ED has quickly become one of the reference techniques for the structure determination of molecular sieves, 22,25,27,63,70,143−146 also in the presence of polyphasic mixtures. 98 In addition to the structure determination of the framework, there is a large interest in locating templates or extra molecules hosted inside cavities 66, 147 and in properly modeling the polytypic disorder in the framework. 54, 58 Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs), 21, 56, 62, 66, 68, 112 covalent organic frameworks (COFs), 148 and hybrid layered compounds 149 are porous materials whose structures rely on organic linkers. They are generally developed to extend the typical pore size of conventional inorganic zeolites. In cases where single crystals could not be grown, 3D ED proved a robust protocol also for the structure investigation for such hybrid and organic compounds. All kinds of porous materials may suffer fast deterioration under the electron beam, but cooling the sample at liquid N 2 temperature 21, 22, 148 and collecting data in fast continuous mode 68, 70, 145 generally allow a complete and reliable data acquisition.
4.4. Aperiodic Materials. Aperiodic materials are a specific class of materials that exhibit long-range order but cannot be described within a 3D periodic system. Periodicity can be recovered by using a crystallographic description in a higher dimensional space. 150, 151 Although not common, aperiodic structures appear in all classes of materials. In the most simple cases, incommensurately modulated phases have only one modulation vector, and only one extra dimension (3 + 1)D is sufficient to describe their system. Their diffraction patterns combine strong "main" reflections related to the average cell with much weaker "satellite" reflections related to the periodic perturbation (the modulation), which can be found in irrational positions with respect to the average cell. This makes them very difficult to identify and to analyze when only powder diffraction data is available. For this reason, incommensurately modulated structures have been the subject of study by 3D ED methods from the early days. 23 Following this work, Boullay et al. 80 and Steciuk et al. 64, 122 deduced the incommensurately modulated structures of several Aurivillius related compounds in the system Bi 5 Nb 3 O 15 −ABi 2 Nb 2 O 9 (A = Ba, Sr, and Pb). Buixaderas et al. 52 analyzed the temperature-dependent structural changes of the t e t r a g o n a l -t u n g s t e n − b r o n z e t y p e c o m p o u n d Sr 0. 35 Another level of complexity can be found in structures that need the application of a (3 + 2)D superspace. The first incommensurately modulated structure solved by 3D ED methods was actually the two-dimensionally modulated structure of tricopper silicide-germanide. 23 The same need applies to composite structures that can be seen as the imbrication of two distinct 3D average cells, whose coexistence induces a periodical perturbation of both systems. When stabilized in the form of thin films, such a system represents a challenge that only 3D ED can elucidate thanks to the possibility to map reciprocal space from nanosized areas. 152 Lastly, quasicrystals are aperiodic materials characterized by the presence of forbidden rotational symmetries (5-, 8-, 10-, or 12-fold) that require the use of either (3 + 2)D or (3 + 3)D superspace groups and for which the structure determination from diffraction data is extremely rare. To date, no quasicrystalline material has been solved using 3D ED, but this method has been successfully applied for the study of 3D periodic "approximants" of quasicrystals.
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APPLICATIONS IN LIFE SCIENCES
In most current TEM applications to life sciences, the diffracted electrons are refocused into an image by the electromagnetic lenses. Recently, the method achieved spectacular breakthroughs culminating in the award of the 2017 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to Henderson, Frank, and Dubochet for the development of the cryo-EM method. 87, 88 A remarkable advantage of cryo-EM is that frozen samples, vitrified at liquid nitrogen temperature, can be studied without the need of growing crystals and in their native, hydrated environment, while the low temperature reduces the effects of radiation damage.
The study of 2D protein crystals by directly measuring the diffracted intensities, i.e., by ED, was surely a scientific focus at the end of the past century.
154−156 Gonen et al. 12 were able to solve and refine AQP0 junctions at 1.9 Å resolution, and preliminary, low-resolution determinations of 3D structures were also attempted. 157 However, the structural study of proteins by electron diffraction lost most of its luster until recently, when 3D crystals definitely became the object of study. 36−45 Such renewed interest was fueled by technical developments and insights.
First, experimental evidence indicated that dynamical scattering affects ED data from 3D protein crystals to a far lesser extent 41, 42 than anticipated by theoretical considerations. 158, 159 Also, a significantly higher signal-to-noise ratio is expected in ED, as predicted by first principles calculations. 160 Thus, even when technology would allow the development of the ideal electron microscope, measuring in diffraction mode will still result in significantly better data. The improved signal comes at a price, though: the crystallographic phase information, which is lost in diffraction, has to be reconstructed a posteriori.
A biological or pharmaceutical sample can tolerate only a limited electron dose, before radiation damage destroys its functional structure. 161−163 This implies that data are limited by counting statistics. The advent of direct electron detectors 164 was essential for cryo-EM imaging. Such detectors have been successfully used also for ED, 49 but they are not always suited for measuring electron diffraction, because of their inadequate dynamic range and radiation hardness. On the other hand, conventional detectors for ED, like CCD and CMOS, quantify electrons indirectly from the release of photons emitted when high-energy electrons hit a phosphor.
New-generation hybrid pixel detectors are more sensitive as their pixels count electrons directly and without readout noise. 29, 33, 36, 96, 165 These detectors are based on the charge separation within a semiconductor upon absorption of the full energy of the incident diffracted electrons. Hybrid pixel detectors can reach count rates higher than 10 8 electron hits per second per pixel, without readout noise. Their data accuracy is entirely determined by quantizationcounting statisticsof the high-energy electrons, while their readout speed, of 1000 frames per second and higher, allows full data sets to be collected in just a handful of seconds. Hybrid detectors have recently become available commercially and are quickly becoming standard retrofits to existing TEMs in many electron crystallography laboratories.
Current applications of ED in life sciences are mainly found in the crystallographic structure determination of "small-molecule" organic compounds and proteins. Although peptides and proteins are both polyamino acids, from a crystallographic, methodological, and experimental perspective, peptidesand protein fragments in generalare closer to crystals of anhydrous organic compounds. In particular, peptides allow collecting diffraction data up to atomic resolution, and therefore, their structure determination can be often achieved ab initio by direct methods.
5.1. Small-Molecule Organic Compounds: Pharmaceuticals and Peptides. Nowadays, different kinds of spectroscopic methods, and in particular NMR, allow an easy determination of the molecule connectivity for crystalline and noncrystalline organic materials. Still, many molecular compounds can pack into different polymorphic arrangements, which in turn have different physical, chemical, and therapeutic properties. A comprehensive structure determination, including polymorphism, requires therefore diffraction data, which are normally obtained by X-ray methods. In this perspective, 3D ED allows structure analysis of single, far smaller crystalline domains. This ability allows structure determination without the need for growing large coherent crystals, as required for Xray diffraction, a procedure that may be time-consuming, complicated, or even fully unfeasible for certain pharmaceutical compounds or biological derivates. 31, 32 The main difficulty, when working with ED on organics, is that such compounds quickly get damaged by the electron beam. Cryo-plunging or just cooling the sample at liquid N 2 temperature is a common experimental procedure for slowing down the crystal deterioration induced by the electron beam. 31,32,46−50 On the other hand, when nano-or microcrystals of peptides and other organic compounds do not contain much disordered bulk solvent, their preservation in the vacuum of the microscope is relatively straightforward, and they can even be measured at ambient temperature if a sufficiently sensitive detector is available. 29, 55 At any rate, continuous rotation 3D ED would be the method of choice for data acquisition to minimize the total electron dose on the sample. 36, 38, 40, 89 In addition to cryo-cooling, the limitations on data quality imposed by radiation sensitivity can be mitigated by the implementation of serial crystallography data collection strategies, in which many individual, static nanocrystals are illuminated to destruction. 53, 109, 166, 167 A second way for lessening the drawback of beam damage is to diffract from somewhat larger crystals. This will partially compromise data quality by increasing the dynamical scattering contribution, but for organics, such an effect only becomes important beyond a crystal thickness of about 100 nm. 24, 160 When data resolution is around 1 Å or better, phase determination can normally be obtained ab initio by direct methods. 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 47 In certain cases, even hydrogen atoms can be spotted directly in the potential map after ab initio phasing ( Figure 5B ) 34, 46 or can be determined after treatment for dynamical effects. 35, 105 If data to such a resolution are not available, global optimization methods like simulated annealing can be still successful, given the limitation that they rely on the a priori knowledge of the molecular compound.
55 3D ED was already successfully employed for unveiling the structure of unknown pharmaceuticals 34 and protein fragments 46−49 that could not be addressed by X-ray methods because they could not be grown in large crystals, and in certain cases even for determining their absolute configuration. 73 Dynamical diffraction will hamper proper structure refinement and validation. For very high-quality X-ray data of small organic molecular compounds, the refinement residual R1 can be as low as 2.5%, while samples with R1 values close to 5% and goodness-of-fit (GooF) values close to 1 are generally considered good. For ED data taken from crystals thicker than 100 nm, typical refinement statistics range from 18% to 40% in R1, and GooF ranges from 1.4 to 2.8. 31, 32 These relatively poor statistics reveal significant inadequacies of the kinematical diffraction approximation, which prevents a confident validation of fine details in the atomic structures of unknown compounds.
Systematic deviations in the measured data due to dynamical diffraction can be reduced by including the effects of dynamical scattering in the crystal refinement. For instance, full unrestrained dynamical refinement of the paracetamol structure, based on 3D ED data taken from a 90 nm thick crystal, allowed a R1 of 9% and a GooF of 2.5. 105 A statistical correction for dynamical scattering allowed instead the refinement of C 16 O 5 H 18 and C 18 O 6 N 2 S 2 H 16 structures up to a R1 of 12% and a GooF of 0.9, starting from data collected on crystals with thicknesses of about 100−200 nm. 35 Both approaches were shown to be sensitive to hydrogen atom positions.
Hence, current approaches in 3D ED allow confident ab initio structure determination using single submicrometer crystals. Also, methods for dealing with the adverse effects of dynamical diffraction are now quickly progressing toward full and unrestrained refinement of hydrogen atoms and toward the reliable identification of atomic species, alternate and partial occupied positions, and anisotropic displacement parameters.
5.2. Proteins. Protein crystals contain 50% of disordered matter on average. Mostly, this is water located between the globular protein molecules, but crystals of membrane proteins also contain substantial amounts of disordered detergent. Moreover, water is volatile under the TEM vacuum, and its loss definitely compromises the crystallinity of the sample. Therefore, protein crystals must be vitrified and kept frozen to allow their study by cryo-EM or ED. Also, the relatively large unit cell, combined with a high amount of disordered volume, compromises the resolution and intensity of the Bragg reflections of protein crystals.
Collecting diffraction data by rotating the crystal around a random axis normal to the beam has been the standard approach in X-ray protein crystallography over the past four decades. 168 All recent attempts to collect 3D ED data were then performed with a similar experimental setup. The continuous rotation method, where a series of diffraction patterns are collected while the crystal is continuously rotated between subsequent exposures, is the most common approach for ED data collection. 36, 38, 40 Recently Lanza et al. 45 showed that it is also possible to acquire data stepwise by a precession-assisted nanobeam, while crystal tracking is done in STEM imaging mode. The main advantage of employing a nanobeam is that a small portion of the crystal is illuminated per time, allowing the sampling of smaller features and exploiting more efficiently the protein diffracting volume.
The first protein structure successfully determined was the most common tetragonal polymorph of lysozyme. 37, 38 Later, Gonen and co-workers also succeeded in the structure determination of a number of protein species, with resolution below 2.0 Å. 42 They also showed that is possible to obtain information about the binding interactions between a smallmolecule inhibitor and the surrounding HIV-1 Gag. 43 Meanwhile, Yonekura et al. 39 demonstrated the advantage of energy-filtering ED data for a better definition of charged amino acid residues and metals. Xu et al. 44 stressed the improvement in the potential map definition derived by data redundancy. Eventually Lanza et al. 45 reported a polymorphic form of lysozyme that was also independently discovered with powder X-ray diffraction 169 but could be solved only by 3D ED. The same authors also showed how 3D ED and microfocused X-ray diffraction can be coupled for following protein crystallogenesis and growth.
Protein crystals hardly ever diffract to a resolution that is sufficiently high for phasing by direct methods, so other phasing methods are required. Crystallographic phasing by imaging has been successful for two-dimensional, 156 but so far not for threedimensional, protein crystals. To date, most proteins determined by 3D ED data are proteins whose crystal structure was known from previous X-ray analyses. This is related with the fact that, at present, there is no satisfactory way of determining the phases of protein ED data other than molecular replacement, which is a very robust phasing method when the atomic structure of a similar molecule is available. Still, independent validation methods are evidently required. A potential validation is obtained removing parts of the model and checking if difference Fourier mapping reveals residual density corresponding to the missing parts. Nevertheless, for this procedure it is essential that an independent model is used and that no refinement was done before the difference Fourier mapping.
Undoubtedly, unmodeled dynamical scattering contributes to reduce accuracy and worsen agreement factors. Protein structures are currently too complex for a full dynamical refinement, 101, 102, 105 but recently a statistical correction for estimating dynamical scattering has been proposed. 35 This procedure allows a small, but significant, improvement of the models. For instance, in the case of lysozyme nanocrystals, this statistical correction resulted in a reduction of R complete from 29% to 26%. 35, 41 We conclude that the electron diffraction of protein crystals may yield structural information that is almost as good as what can be achieved with X-ray diffraction, while requiring diffracted volumes that can be reduced by up to 6 orders of magnitude. However, several theoretical and experimental problems remain to be fully answered, and for general applications it will be indispensable to develop alternative phasing methods that do not rely on molecular replacement.
OUTLOOK
This paper outlines the strengths of electron crystallography for the analysis of nanocrystalline materials and the advances this technique experienced in the past decade. The impressive numbers of crystal structures determined by 3D ED in any domain of materials and life sciences testify to how advanced and powerful this method has become by now.
Robust and reliable protocols have been developed for ED data acquisition based on different approaches: sequential stage tilt with electron beam precession, combined stage-beam tilt, and continuous stage rotation. A common line for the data processing has been established using either dedicated programs for electron diffraction or modified X-ray packages. Most existing structure analysis and phase retrieval methods were successfully tested with 3D ED data. Meanwhile, the amount of structures characterized by 3D ED is continuously growing, including new complex material systems like proteins.
Taken together, 3D ED is rapidly gaining ground. The remaining steps concern the availability of dedicated instruments optimized for 3D ED. TEM is designed as imaging instruments, and their illumination systems and sample stages are not part of an electron diffractometer, which should provide 3D ED data on nanocrystals of any beam sensitivity. The mechanical stability of the sample stages should be improved to reduce the sample movement during tilt. The instruments should be equipped with single-electron detectors for diffraction, and the illumination system should provide parallel nanobeams smaller than 100 nm. The crystal search should be completely automatized with the possibility of performing ED in low dose conditions. Once such instruments will be available, 3D ED will be the gold standard every time the grain size goes beyond the micron size.
The overview that is provided in this Outlook aims to inform the research community beyond the current users of the method. Thereby, we encourage the outreach of 3D ED toward new materials and new scientific topics, and we foster cooperation among diverse research fields, such as materials and life sciences. 
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